Abstract
Introduction
The deformation theory of algebras was introduced by Gerstenhaber in a series of papers [2-61. It has subsequently been extended by Gerstenhaber and Schack to contravariant functors from a small category to algebras (which includes the formal aspects of, e.g., the deformation theory of complex manifolds) [7] , and to bialgebras and Hopf algebras [8] . Most recently, it has been applied by Flato et al. [l] to algebras which carry both an associative and a Lie structure with the Lie bracket acting as derivations of the associative structure, e.g., Poisson algebras (where the associative multiplication is commutative).
They consider a pair (A,L) consisting of an associative algebra A, a Lie algebra L, together with a Lie morphism p from L into the Lie algebra of derivations of A; note that L need not be identical as a vector space with A. They call this a "Leibniz pair" and consider the problem of simultaneously deforming the triple consisting of the associative structure, the Lie structure, and the morphism p. The proof is computational and not difficult. Some extension of the result may be possible, e.g., to "triangular algebras" in the sense of Gerstenhaber and Schack [7] .
When a subalgebra A of M,(k) contains all the diagonal matrices, hence, in particular, all eii, i = 1,. . . ,n (where eij is the matrix with 1 in the (i,j)th place and 0 elsewhere), A is spanned by those eij which it contains. For if an a in A has the form u = c lZijeq then eiiaejj = J.ijeu, SO if 2, # 0 then eij E A. NOW define a poset I = Z(A) by setting i < j if eij E A, and let 7 be the poset (without loops) determined by reducing I modulo the equivalence relation defined by the loops, i.e., by identifying to a single element any i and j for which both i + j and j + i (hence identifying any il, iz, . . . , i, whenever il 4 iz 4 ... + i,) . Let C = C(A) be the nerve of f(A). This is a finite simplicial complex. Then we have Theorem 2. Let A be a subalgebra of M,,(k) (n > 3) contains all the diagonal matrices, eii, i = 1,. . . ,n, and C = Z(A) the simplicial complex associated to A. Suppose that any connected component of C has the property that for any pair of 1 -faces there exists a polygon which has these two l-faces us its edges. Then any non-commutative Poisson algebra structure on A must be standard.
Note that when A = M,(k) (resp. A = T,(k)), we take the integers { 1,. . . ,n} in their usual order for poset T(A) (resp. I(A)). Then the simplicial complex associated to both of these algebras is just the (n -1 )-simplex.
Non-commutative Poisson algebras
From now on the basic field k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, for simplicity, we may even take to be the complex numbers. If a vector space A over k has an associative algebra product * and a Lie product {-, -} satisfying the Leibniz law; {a*b,c} = {a,c}*b+ a * {b, c} for all a, b,c E A, we may call such an A a non-commutative Poisson algebra and denote this A by (A, *, { -, -}).
The simplest examples of non-commutative Poisson algebras are the n x n full matrix algebra M,(k). Let A be an associative algebra with a product *. We define a Lie product [-, -] 
Poisson algebra. Let A = {al,..., al} be a system of simple roots of @. We put z = ycc, * y_,, . We shall prove that y,*y_,
Lemma 3. Let (A, *, {-, -}) b e a non-commutative Poisson algebra over k. If A is { -, -)-semisimple and *&potent, then

= z for any a E @. Applying the Leibniz law to {x,, h*x_,) = O,{X~,X_~ * h} = 0 and {~_~,h*x,} = 0 (h E H), we have X,*X_, = x-,*x,, h* h, = h, *h and h *h, = a(h)x, *x_,.
To prove our claim it is enough to show ya * y_@ = z for a E @+ (the set of all positive roots) by the first formula given just above. It follows from the last two formulas that (p,/?)xs *x-p = (a,a)xE *x_, if (a,b) # 0. Let aj E A and take a chain of simple roots aj,, . . . , ajs such that aI = aj,, ( It is easy to see that ta * tb = (a, p)z. Cl
We can extend this result to some nilpotent associative algebras.
Corollary 5. Let (A, *, { -, -}) be a $nite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebra such that A = S @ R where S is {-,-)-simple and R is the center of a Lie algebra A with the Lie product { -, -}. If A is *-nilpotent, then (1) S *R = R * S = 0; hence R is a non-commutative Poisson ideal of A, and (2) there exists a z E R such that S @ Irz is a basic nilpotent algebra N(S,z) and A *z = z *A = 0.
Proof. We shall only prove A*z = z*A = 0. Assume z # 0. Then kz*R = (S*S)*R = S*(S*R)=Oandhencekz*SCR*S=Oby (l) . 17 2. Non-commutative Poisson algebra structures on *-semisimple associative algebras
In this section, we shall give the complete descriptions of non-commutative Poisson algebra structures on finite-dimensional *-semisimple associative algebras.
Let (A, *, {-, -}) be a finite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebra of *-semisimple. 
Proposition 6. Let (A, *, { -, -}) be a finite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebra of *-simple. Then there exists a p E k such that {-, -} = [-, -
